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INTRODUCTION

The inspiration for the title Divine Harmonies 

is the music and life of twelfth century female 

composer, Hildegard von Bingen.  This amazing 

woman was an accomplished musician, 

composer, visionary writer and healer, using the 

curative powers of natural objects.  For me she 

symbolises a strong and creative woman whose 

irrepressible spirit and vibrant intellect were 

truly inspirational and indeed progressive.  

2005 has allowed us to extend our artistic 

practice to include the production of dance 

videos.  Earlier this year both Sue Healey 

and Anna Smith created the essence of their 

theatre works you will see tonight alongside 

the dance videos that were screened as part 

of Ten Days on the Island.   Those of you who 

saw their video works will now appreciate 

their rich movement vocabulary in the theatre 

setting and augmented in another way through 

costuming, lighting and staging.  



It is really wonderful to have Sue return and 

make a new work for the company and to be a 

part of her choreographic journey witnessing 

her connection with the dance artists of the 

company strengthen.  It was Time is what she 

titled her work and it certainly was time to have 

this highly talented artist here back again!  

It was Time is a light-hearted dance piece 

manipulating and playing with aspects of time 

and dynamics.  The movement of the conductor 

keeping time is a strong element that is 

explored and expanded on through syncopated 

and dynamic duets and interactions.

Momentary is Anna Smith’s third work for the 

company since I have been Artistic Director.  Her 

work is always highly physical with a strong 

dynamic that challenges the dancers to extend 

both their technicality and their artistry.  Anna 

uses Judith Wright’s poem Gum Trees Stripping 

as inspiration and we reprint an excerpt of 

the poem so you can share her stimulus.   We 

pause, yet ageing and the passing of time 

remain constant. The music of Ben Walsh adds 

another rich layer.

I invited Shaun Parker to create the third work 

and to use the music of Hildegard.  He has 

worked with her beautiful compositions and 

while reflecting on her historically, he has 

also looked more universally at our search 

for spiritual enrichment.  This search can lead 

people to religion, to martial arts, to connect 

with nature or with others.  The women use 

delicate and precise hand movements that help 

them speak with universal gestures while the 

men shift from undulating and lyrical movement 

to more aggressive and confrontational 

sections.  He has created a spiritual journey for 

the performers and shows the struggle this can 

sometimes be.

Each choreographer has created their own 

exquisite and unique dance works and they 

come together for you to enjoy in Divine 

Harmonies.  The diversity within the program 

shows that contemporary dance has many 

facets, which can be interpreted in many ways.  

The remarkable Tasdance ensemble gives you 

their heart and souls in this program and I 

will relish seeing their individuality expressed 

throughout the season.  Divine Harmonies has 

been made cohesive through the exacting work 

of Natasha Middleton, our Rehearsal Director, 

who works so lovingly with the company.  Nor 

would the season have happened without the 

dedicated and highly committed Angela Driver.  

My thanks to all these wonderful people who 

have made this season so divine!

Enjoy the physicality, the inventiveness - 

engross yourself in it now and let the movement 

resonate with you once you leave the theatre.

Annie Greig



Choreography  Sue Healey 
in collaboration with the dancers    
Music  Ben Walsh
Video projections  Ben Walsh
Costumes  Sue Healey

Dancers  Craig Bary, Trisha Dunn, 
Malcolm McMillan and Tanya Voges
Alternate cast  Jason Lam and 
Melody Lutwyche

Time is nature’s way to keep everything 

from happening at once  (John Wheeler)

This work came from an intense 3-week period 

in which the dancers and I created a short film 

and this live piece. ‘Time’ is the issue... from 

duration to rhythm to warping and glitching. 

The music is an important element.  

Entirely sourced from op-shops in Launceston 

and manipulated by the genius of Ben Walsh, 

the sound gave a temporal landscape for us to 

delve into and create this odd little drama.

Choreography  Anna Smith 
in collaboration with the dancers    
Composer  Ben Walsh
Costume Design  Greg Clarke
Big dress design  Nevada Duffy

Dancers  Craig Bary, Trisha Dunn, 
Melody Lutwyche, Malcolm McMillan 
and Tanya Voges
  

>>  IT WAS TIME >>  MOMENTARY

performance program



A modern-day liturgical dance-drama 

inspired by the musical works of Hildegard.

Through her works, Hildegard Von Bingen 

sought to alleviate human suffering, both 

physically and spiritually, and spoke much about 

the varying polarities of men and women. 

Divine Harmonies observes the placement of 

these philosophies in our modern-day life.

Quite often we hear the expression, ‘If the 

walls could only speak?’ Within the work, the 

women literally emerge from the wallpaper, and 

become the storytellers, voices from the past, 

rediscovering old tales, and challenging

new ones. Contemporary composer Meredith 

Monk provided me with an ideal musical link

to the middle ages, through her own 

compositions and recreations of Hildegard’s 

vocal style.

Wisdom can see the red, the rose

the stained and sculpture curve of grey,

the charcoal scars of fire, and see

around that living tower of a tree

the hermit tatters of old bark

split down and strip to end the season,

and can be quiet and not look

for reasons past the edge of reason.

Excerpt from Gum Trees Stripping 

by Judith Wright.

One moment... one cycle... one lifetime...

Employing Judith Wright’s poem Gum Trees 

Stripping as a point of departure Momentary 

makes reference to the wisdom of age and 

utilises the analogy of bark on a eucalyptus 

tree, a skin that reveals a history that often 

outlives our own.

Choreography  Shaun Parker 
in collaboration with the dancers
Music  Hildegard, Meredith Monk
Set + Costume Design  Greg Clarke

Performers  Craig Bary, Trisha Dunn, 
Jason Lam, Malcolm McMillan and 
Tanya Voges

>>  DIVINE HARMONIES



Annie GREIG  
Artistic Director

Appointed as Artistic Director of Tasdance in 

1997, Annie still retains the passion for the work 

the company creates and is excited about future 

projects and possibilities.  

She began her dance training in Launceston, 

before studying contemporary dance in Adelaide 

with the Australian Dance Theatre under the 

direction of Elizabeth Dalman.  Annie received 

a Fulbright scholarship in 1979, enabling her 

to complete a Master of Arts Degree in Dance 

at New York University.  As well as extending 

her dance practice, Annie developed skills in 

dance video production and won awards in 

Experimental Dance Video at the American 

Dance Film and Video Festival (1981 & 1982).  

She benefited greatly from working with 

internationally acclaimed choreographers Alwin 

Nikolais and Murray Louis.  

Annie has worked in many capacities: Course 

Director with the National Aboriginal and 

Islander Skills Development Association; 

freelance teacher and video maker; lecturer at 

the University of Tasmania for the Bachelor of 

Performing Arts dance students and Performing 

Arts Program Officer with Arts Tasmania.  She 

has served on the Tasmanian Cultural Industries 

Council, was President of Ausdance NSW and a 

former National Vice-President of Ausdance, the 

Australian Dance Council.  On standing down 

she was awarded an Honorary Life Membership 

in recognition of her services to dance and to 

Ausdance.  Annie is currently on the Advisory 

Committee for the Australian Choreographic 

Centre in Canberra and Secretary for the Asia 

Pacific Performing Arts Network.

Annie undertook an 

AsiaLink residency 

in 2001 to Korea 

and worked with 

Dr Sun Ock Lee 

and the Son Mu Ga 

Dance Company.  

This resulted in 

Tasdance being invited to perform at the Asia 

Pacific Performing Arts Network in Seoul in 

May 2002 and again in India for the APPAN 

conference in 2003.  

Annie was honoured to receive a Bicentennial 

Medal in 2003 for her services to dance.  



Sue HEALEY  
Choreographer

Sue Healey is a dance artist based in Sydney.  

Her work over the past two decades has been 

extensive as performer, teacher, choreographer 

and dance-film maker.

Sue graduated from the Victorian College of 

the Arts (1984) and gained a Masters Degree 

in Choreography (2000).  She was a founding 

member of Danceworks with Artistic Director 

Nanette Hassall in 1983 and performed and 

choreographed with the company from 1983-88. 

During her career 

she has created 

over 35 works for 

live performance 

and film. She has 

received multiple 

commissions 

from companies 

including The One Extra Co., Dance North, 

Tasdance, Danceworks, Limbs Dance Co. (NZ), 

Victorian Arts Centre, Melbourne Symphony 

Orchestra and The Aichi Arts Centre, Nagoya 

Japan. Her work has toured to the United 

States, United Kingdom, China, Japan and 

New Zealand.  

She was awarded the prestigious Choreographic 

Fellowship from the Australia Council 

1999/2000.  Recent work Fine Line Terrain was 

nominated for Outstanding Achievement in 

Choreography and Outstanding Achievement for 

performance by a company in 2004, Ausdance 

Awards. The Sydney Opera House presented a 

season of Fine Line Terrain in June 2004.

Healey’s dance videos have had wide 

international exposure received many awards 

including; Best Dance Film Reeldance, Australia 

(2004), Best Dance Film Ausdance awards 

(2003), winner Il Coreografo Elettronico, 

(Independent section 2004) a major video-

dance festival in Italy.  Other film credits 

include choreography for the feature film 

The Goddess of 1967 (2002) and Quantum 

Leapers, a documentary film Healey has recently 

completed.  The ABC will screen this in 2005.



Anna SMITH 
Choreographer

Anna Smith is an innovative and celebrated 

choreographer. In 1999 she was awarded the 

Betty Pounder Green Room Award (Victoria) 

for original choreography for Red Rain. In 

2001 Anna was invited as artist in residence at 

Bundanon, the late Arthur Boyd property where 

she worked on Spun by a thread (created for the 

Victorian College of the Arts, 2001) which with 

Quiescence (created for co.motion 2001) was 

awarded the 2001 Green Room Award. 

She has been a 

research associate, 

investigating 

choreographic 

processes with 

the Unspoken 

Knowledges 

(1999-2001) and 

Conceiving Connections (2002) research projects.

This talented established artist is no stranger 

to Tasdance. Dancing for Tasdance under the 

directorship of Jenny Kinder and returning to 

the company to create Incandescence for the 

2002 Ripple Effect season and Mad Sky as

part of the HYPER_mobile season.

Anna is also a community artist, in 1997 

and 1998 she was invited to St Johns, 

Newfoundland to conduct choreographic 

residencies, and in 2002 directed, On 

Salty Ground for the Mildura Arts Festival, 

choreographing for 140 performers.

Anna continues to work as a choreographer and 

as lecturer in composition and technique at 

The Victorian College of the Arts.



Shaun PARKER
Choreographer

Shaun graduated 

from the VCA in 

1992 and after 

performing for the 

Australian Opera 

and Victorian 

State Opera, 

worked with the 

Meryl Tankard Australian Dance Theatre for 

seven years, touring throughout Europe, 

Israel, Japan, Scandanavia, USA and Canada.  

His international theatre credits include the 

European tour of Vaguement Derriere with 

Compagnie ALIAS in Geneva, 17-25/4 with Sasha 

Waltz in Berlin, and the gala performance of 

Panda with Meredith Monk in New York, in 

which he worked as a vocalist.

His acting credits include Accidental Death of 

an Anarchist (Cut Theatre Co.) and Wind in 

the Willows (Australian Shakespeare Company/

Glenn Elston).  Shaun’s feature film appearances 

include Edge of the World, Baz Luhrmann’s 

Moulin Rouge, and his own short films NO and 

Blue Love, which have screened at Videodance 

in Athens, and various international dance-film 

festivals.  Blue Love was later developed into a 

full-length work for the Sophiensaele Theatre in 

Berlin in 2001, touring to Adelaide in 2002, and 

will play again in the Sydney Opera House in 

August, 2005.

Other choreographic credits include Worldes 

Bliss for Meryl Tankard ADT, and the solo works 

man... and Silo as part of Dance Briefs at the 

Omeo Dance Space in Sydney. His music/dance-

theatre work My Little Garden premiered for the 

Barossa International Music Festival in 1998, 

and was awarded ‘Most Significant Production’, 

and ‘Most Promising Choreographer’.

Shaun also performed in Kate Champion’s 

Tenebrae, (collaboration with The Song 

Company), Same, Same but Different at the 

Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne Festivals, and 

the Chunky Move tour of Wanted to Belgium 

and Moscow.  More recently Shaun performed in 

a new feature film entitled Book Of Revelation, 

which was directed by Ana Kokkinos and 

choreographed by Meryl Tankard.



Ben WALSH 
Composer

Ben has founded many projects and outfits over 

the past years including Pablo Percusso, 

a percussion/theatre group that performed over 

500 shows including the Seattle International 

Youth festival, Vancouver Festival, Singapore 

Arts Festival and the Adelaide Fringe Festival.

He went on to 

join the Japanese 

drumming group 

Taikoz before 

studying and 

travelling to India 

to study Indian 

classical music. 

In 1998 he formed the electronic dance music 

outfit The Bird, who have since played over 300 

gigs, recorded 3 albums and toured London 

playing at the revered Glastonbury Festival, 

and Vibe Bar in Brick Lane. In 2000 Ben created 

the show HUman In THe AudiOspHere at the 

Adelaide and Melbourne Fringe Festival winning 

an award for best musical act. 

Ben has been composing for dancers and 

Choreographers for the last 8 years, firstly 

composing and performing the music to 

Swerve in Leigh Warrens award winning 

dance work Quiver.

Angela DRIVER  
Administration Manager 

Angela gained her Bachelor of Performing Arts 

from the University of Tasmania in 1999. She 

has worked with Tasdance as Administrative 

Manager since the beginning of 2002 and is 

currently studying at the University of South 

Australia’s International Graduate School of 

Management to gain a Diploma of

Business (Arts).

Angela’s directing credits include The Return 

and Something to Declare, The Boys and 

Annette and Annette for Centrstage and Low 

Level Panic for Second Storey Theatre Company. 

In 2002 she also directed Tasmania’s premier 

production of The Vagina Monologues produced 

by WHIS and Sexual Health North. Last year 

Angela directed two shows for the infamous 

One Day series, where in 24 hours four plays 

were written, rehearsed and performed for a 

live audience. 

In 2003 Angela was the Artistic Coordinator for 

Streets Alive Youth Arts Festival.



Greg CLARKE 
Costume + Set Designer

Greg’s association with Tasdance began with 

the design of Fair Game in 2003. His previous 

experiences designing for dance were with 

Expressions Dance Company, Brisbane. At 

Expressions he designed three works for Natalie 

Weir, The Insider, Proof Sheet and Insight. As 

well as numerous works for the company’s 

director, Maggi Sietsma, which have toured 

both nationally and internationally and include 

The Fifth Door, Dream Hunters, Alone Together, 

Attitude, Behind the Wall and Rites of Spring.  

He also participated in a cultural exchange with 

Expressions to New Guinea resulting in 

a co-production with Raun Raun Theatre 

called Connections. 

For the Queensland Theatre Company he has 

designed Sweet Panic, Oz Shorts, Sweeney Todd, 

On the Whipping Side, Shimada, The Family 

and One Woman’s Song.  For La Boite Theatre 

Company he designed for Amigos, Salt, Emma’s 

Nose, Clark in Sarajavo and Rio Sake and Other 

Falling Debris. For the Queensland University 

of Technology he designed for the dance and 

drama department as well as production design 

for the short film The Storyteller written and 

directed by Louis Nowra. In addition he has 

worked with Playbox, Melbourne Worker’s 

Theatre, Opera Queensland, The Empire Theatre-

Toowoomba, Handspan and was a designer on 

the inaugural Brisbane Festival Parade and the 5 

to Midnight event for the first Stage X Festival. 

Darren WILLMOT 
Lighting Designer

Darren has had a long connection with 

Tasdance, working on productions Skin Deep, 

Obsessions, Ripple Effect and Light and Shade. 

Youth projects include Story Lines, Project 000, 

Fresh, Wild Rice and Microscope. Currently 

Darren works as the Performing Arts Centre 

Coordinator for Scotch Oakburn College, and 

other freelance work in production. Previous 

work credits include roles such as the Head 

Technician at the Devonport Entertainment and 

Convention Centre and Technical Manager for 

Slipstream Circus. Darren was also a founding 

member of Second Storey Theatre Productions 

and worked as the Production Manager and 

Lighting Designer for the company.



Natasha MIDDLETON 
Rehearsal Director  

Natasha, currently Tasdance’s Rehearsal 

Director, is a dance artist, teacher and coach 

who has had an extensive career in a variety 

of dance fields.

Originally from Tasmania, Natasha was a 

company member with Tasdance in 1997 and 

performed in Passionfruit and TEASE and 

choreographed The Journey Suite No.2 and 

Midnight’s Child for the Tasmanian Poetry 

and Dance Festival.

Natasha danced as 

Principal Dancer of 

the West Australian 

Ballet, working 

very closely with 

director and 

choreographer 

Barry Moreland, 

creating many full-length roles. Among other 

awards and grants, Natasha was honoured with 

the Adams Award for best Female Classical 

Dancer in an Australian state company.  She was 

also Principal Dancer with London City Ballet for 

two years during which time she also danced as 

guest artist with Ballet Classico de Zaragoza, 

Le Ballet du Nord and Scottish Contemporary 

Dance Theatre.  On returning to Australia, 

Natasha toured to the Philippines in Australian 

Stars of Ballet with Principal Dancers of the 

Australian Ballet. 

Natasha danced as a soloist in Graeme Murphy’s 

bicentennial production, Vast, and was invited 

to join Sydney Dance Company in 1995, for 

whom she toured internationally.

Last year she choreographed and performed 

her own work Eterne as part of the Rub 

Collective. After which she returned to Perth 

and performed in Aqueos as a founding member 

of co.loaded – Australia’s dance company for 

mature artists. 

She also continues to develop as an actor and 

performed at La Mama in a dance theatre 

production of Heloise and Abelard.  Natasha 

has recently screened her first narrative dance 

film Merge as writer/director.





Craig BARY  
Dancer

Born in New Zealand, Craig graduated from 

the New Zealand School of Dance in 1998. 

Since then Craig 

has performed 

with some of 

New Zealand 

and Australia’s 

most prestigious 

companies and 

choreographers 

such as The Royal New Zealand Ballet, 

Footnote Dance Company, Michael Parmenter’s 

Commotion Company, Raewyn Hill’s 

Soapbox Productions and the Douglas Wright 

Dance Company. 

Craig’s debut in Australia was with Garry 

Stewart’s Thwack Dance Company in 1999. 

After which he joined Garry as founding 

member of Garry Stewart’s Australian Dance 

Theatre (ADT) for two years. While there he had 

the opportunity to work with Kate Denborough 

and travelled to New York, Canada, Korea, 

Ireland and throughout Australia. 

Craig has been a resident dancer with Tasdance 

since 2002. During this time he has had the 

privilege of working with a lot of Australia’s 

leading choreographers including Graeme 

Murphy, Natalie Weir, Chrissie Parrott, Leigh 

Warren, Phillip Adams, Sue Healey, Anna Smith, 

Neil Adams and Tanja Liedtke. He has also had 

the opportunity to go back to the mainland and 

work with Gideon Obarzanek’s Chunky Move 

and the Sue Healey Dance Company. Later this 

year he will be returning to New Zealand to 

work with Douglas Wright on a new work. 

Trisha DUNN  
Dancer

Trisha is originally from South Australia 

although she studied at the Queensland Dance 

School of Excellence in Brisbane and later 

gained a Bachelor in Dance at the Victorian 

College of the Arts.  

Trisha has worked with Tasdance for the past 

five years as a performer in the Passionfruit,

HYPER_mobile, Obsession, Ripple Effect, 

Treasured Island, Fair Game and Light and 

Shade seasons.  Her choreographic work for 

Tasdance includes Storylines, and the following 

annual educational performance projects: 

X-tinct, Generations, Fresh, Wild Rice and 

MicroScope.  

During her time 

with the company 

Trisha also visited 

Seoul, Korea and 

Rishakesh, India 

for the 4th and 5th 

Asia Pacific 



Performing Arts Network International 

festivals. Trisha has also worked with Chunky 

Move for their Arcade season and Sue Healey 

and Dancers. 

Trisha enjoys the versatility required from 

Tasdance having so far worked with over twenty 

choreographers throughout her time

with the company. Trisha was a founding 

member of the Rub Collective, a group of local 

independent dance artists who presented their 

work last year.

Trisha is developing her skills as a yoga 

teacher and will be undertaking a yoga 

certification course following this season in 

order to gain a better understanding of the 

discipline.  Trisha will also be travelling to 

Brisbane next year to be a collaborative member 

in a project involving thirty multi disciplinary 

artists from throughout Asia.

Jason Lam 
Dancer

Jason is a diverse 

young artist, 

starting his ballet 

training at 16 at 

Ecole Classique 

in Sydney. He has 

since received a 

Foot in the Door 

Grant from the Australia Council and  worked 

with Sydney Dance Company, Opera Australia, 

One Extra, Bondi Ballet and independently 

around Sydney with choreographers such as 

Jason Pitt and Paulina Quinteros.  He first 

worked with Tasdance on The Garden of 

Paradise, earlier this year for Ten Days on 

the Island.

He is a visual artist and filmmaker, collaborating 

with Sydney Dance Company in Some Rooms 

and the Random Play season 2003 and with 

Jason Pitt in Blueprint, Inasmuch, Tarket (also 

appearing as a performer). He has a Bachelor 

of Digital Media (COFA, UNSW), and has been 

exhibited at the Art Gallery of New South 

Wales and the Australian Centre for Moving 

Image, Melbourne.  He is also in demand as 

a teacher, designer and sound/music artist, 

though thankfully is not about to become a 

model/actor. 



Malcolm MCMILLAN  
Dancer

Malcolm started dancing at the Queensland 

Dance School of Excellence at the age of 16. 

He then furthered 

his studies at the 

Victorian College 

of the Arts working 

with choreographer 

such as Anna 

Smith, Rochel 

Carmichael, 

Elizabeth Hill and Alida Chase. He then travelled 

and worked in Los Angeles, Canada and Alaska 

before returning to Melbourne to work with 

Elissa Mayer Thomas. 

Malcolm then moved to New Zealand to 

work with Footnote Dance Company. His time 

with this company saw him working with 

choreographers Michael Parmenter, Jeremy 

Nelson and Sally Stopforth.  After which 

he joined Michael Parmenter’s Commotion 

Company for the 1999 seson of Jerusalem. 

Malcolm returned to Australia in 2000 to work 

with Opera Australia for the Melbourne seasons 

of Julius Caeser and The Pearl Fishers. He also 

performed with the Australian Dance Theatre 

on the company members’ choreographic 

season Ignition. 

Malcolm first came to Tasdance in 2001 for the 

Treasured Island season as featured in the first 

Ten Days on the Island. He then returned to 

Adelaide to perform in Ignition 2 and from there 

to New Zealand to perform in Andrew Lloyd 

Webber’s musical Song and Dance. 

Last year Malcolm founded the Rub Collective, 

an opportunity for local dance artists to 

choreograph their won works. This included 

a work by Malcolm that received positive 

accolades from local reviewers and 

audience members.  

Tanya VOGES  
Dancer

Tanya is a 2004 graduate of the Victorian 

College of the Arts. Her passion for dance has 

taken her on wild travels around the globe 

since 1997 performing on an Italian Cruise Ship 

for Mediterranean, North European and South 

American seasons. Discovering contemporary 

dance and the art of dance theatre Tanya 

has performed in Portugal, Germany, Austria 

and Italy. She attended the 2002 ImpulzTanz 

Workshop in 

Vienna before 

returning to 

Melbourne to 

complete her 

Bachelor of Arts 

in Dance.



Whilst at the Victorian College of the Arts, 

Tanya had the opportunity to perform the 

works of some great Australian choreographers 

including Rebecca Hilton, Gideon Obarzanek, 

Anna Smith, Sandra Parker and Helen 

Herbertson. This is Tanya’s first contract with 

Tasdance and she is enjoying the opportunity to 

work with a variety of choreographers and the 

other fantastic dancers.

Melody LUTWYCHE  
Dancer

Melody grew up in Launceston studying 

highland dance, classical ballet, folkloric and 

jazz dance with Kim Roe School of Dance. 

Focusing on contemporary dance, she moved to 

South Australia where she completed a Bachelor 

of Dance Performance at Adelaide Institute 

of TAFE  - Arts 

(formerly Centre 

for Performing 

Arts) in 2003. 

Choreographers 

she has worked 

with are Peter 

Sheedy, Solon 

Ulbrich, Gavin Webber, John Utans and Sue 

Peacock. She is working with Tasdance through 

a mentorship program titled Foot in the Door 

as part of the Australia Council’s funding for 

emerging artists. 



Creative PERSONNEL

Costume + Set Designer: Greg Clarke

Lighting Designer: Darren Willmott

Stage Manager: Theresa O’Connor

Graphic Designer: Kieran Bradley

Photographers: Kieran Bradley and 

Paul Scambler (portraits)
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For further information contact Tasdance

197 Wellington Street 

Launceston 7250 Tasmania

T (03) 6331 6644   F (03) 6331 5522

www.tasdance.com.au
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